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Abstract
The depletion interaction between two and three big hard spheres in a small hard
sphere fluid with volume fraction π/10 is calculated both from Monte Carlo
simulations and the Asakura–Oosawa approximation. The Monte Carlo results
are in good agreement with previous DFT results. The three-body interaction
at this volume fraction of small hard spheres is found to be very small, which
indicates that the pair additivity of the depletion force is a good approximation.

1. Introduction

Since the pioneering work of Asakura and Oosawa (AO) [1] on the entropic forces between
colloidal particles in polymer colloid suspension systems, there has been continuing interest
in the studies of the depletion effects in different systems. Recently, there are renewed
interests in this effect as a result of advancement in new observation methods and theoretical
tools. Measurements of depletion forces are accessible in recent years either by scattering
methods [2, 3] or by direct methods [4–7]. Many theoretical investigations on the depletion
interactions by means of integral equation methods and simulation methods have also been
reported [8–11]. Dijkstra et al gave a systematic treatment of a highly asymmetric binary
hard sphere system [12]; they obtained the phase diagram of the system by first integrating
out the small hard sphere component and did calculations on the large hard sphere system
with an effective interaction which includes the depletion effects up to a two-body term, with
the higher-body interactions being neglected. The pair force between two big spheres of a
two-component colloidal system was calculated by different methods. The structure of the
colloidal system based on the depletion pair forces has also been studied by different methods.
In all these researches the pair additivity of the depletion force was assumed. The origin of
the depletion force comes from the entropy of the system as a whole; it is natural to expect
that the interaction is not necessarily pair-additive. It was argued by Biben et al [8] based on
the superposition approximation that the many-body force is negligibly small. Brader et al
[13] studied a colloid–polymer mixture, and found that the many-body depletion interaction
between colloid particles is absent when the size ratio of the polymer coil and colloid is less
then 2/

√
3 − 1 ≈ 0.1547. The three-body depletion interaction was calculated recently by

Goulding and Melchionna [14] from density functional theory; they used the widely accepted
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Figure 1. The configuration of three big spheres. M is the touching point of the spheres 2 and 3,
h is the distance between the centre of sphere 1 and point M, L = √

3R is the smallest h when
sphere 1 is in touch with sphere 2 and 3.

Rosenfeld [15] functional and obtained the three-body depletion potential through functional
differentiation. Their results indicated that the three-body interaction is indeed much smaller
then the two-body interaction. It was proven that density functional theory gives accurate
results in two-body depletion interactions; it is not justified that this should be true in three-
body interaction calculations. In this paper we will investigate the three-body interaction by
the simple AO approximation as well as Monte Carlo simulation. Our result is similar to
that of the DFT calculations, thus confirming that DFT can give highly accurate results in
the evaluation of three-body depletion interactions and justifying the validity of many studies
based on simple pairwise interactions.

2. Theory and methods

The model in this study is a system of three big hard spheres immersed in a small hard sphere
fluid. By calculating the effective interactions between the big spheres due to the depletion
effect of the small spheres, we extract the three-body force from the calculation.

In a fluid of small spheres in an external potential composed of two contributions, one
from any fixed obstacle and the other from a fixed big sphere, the force on the big sphere is
given by [16, 17]

F = −kBT
∫

S
ρ(r)n̂ dS, (1)

where the integral is over the surface S of a sphere of radius R + a centred on the centre of the
big sphere under consideration, R is the radius of the big sphere and a is the radius of a small
sphere. kB is the Boltzmann constant, T the absolute temperature, n̂ the outward normal unit
vector of the sphere surface and ρ(R) the local density of small spheres. This formula was
derived and used by many authors for the studies of the depletion interaction of two big hard
spheres [16, 17], and the interaction between a big hard sphere and a planar hard wall [16].
As pointed out by Götzelmann et al [16], the formula is valid for any kind of fixed obstacles.
From (1) we know that the force on the big hard sphere was determined by local small sphere
densities around the big sphere, i.e. when the density of the small spheres is determined by
some means, the force can readily be obtained from a simple integration.

Due to the mass calculation resources required in simulation, we will study in this paper
only the special arrangement of three big spheres shown in figure 1, immersed in a fluid of
small hard spheres, where two big spheres (labelled as 2 and 3 in the figure) are held fixed and
in contact; M is the touching point. The third (labelled 1) is in front of the two big spheres,
with the line connecting its centre and point M perpendicular to the line connecting spheres 2
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and 3. h is the distance between sphere 1 and point M , which is represented as D + L, with
L = √

3R the distance between M and the centre of sphere 1 when the three spheres are in
contact. The three-body force on big sphere 1 is defined as

F(3) = F1 − F12 − F13, (2)

where F1 is the total force on the big sphere 1, F12 is the force on sphere 1 when sphere 3
is absent, and F13 is the force on sphere 1 when sphere 2 is absent. Similarly the three-body
depletion potential on sphere 1 is defined as

W (3) = W1 − W12 − W13, (3)

where the W are the depletion potentials with the subscripts having the same meaning as in
the case of the depletion forces.

First, we discuss the three-body force from the AO model [1]. In this model one
approximates the small sphere density around the big sphere as the bulk density if the region
is allowed for the small sphere to enter and zero if it is forbidden. From the symmetry of the
configuration considered here (see figure 1) the forces on sphere 1 along the y direction and the
z direction are zero. The two-body forces F12 and F13 in this approximation are given by [1]

F1i (D) =



−3K Tη

4a3

(
R +

1

2
a +

1

4
D1i

)
(2a − D1i ) D1i < 2a

0 otherwise.
(4)

The force F1i is along the line connecting sphere 1 and i . Here i = 2, 3 represents big spheres
2 and 3, D1i is the separation of big sphere 1 and big sphere i , and the minus sign means the
force is attractive. η is the volume fraction of small sphere fluid; it is related to the density of
the small sphere fluid ρ by η = 4

3 πa3ρ. The total force on sphere 1 in the configuration in
figure 1 can be derived as (see appendix)

F1 =




−3kT

4a3
η

4(R + a)2h2 − (R2 + h2)2

4h2
+

3kT

a3
η(R + a)2 J L � h � L1

−3kT

2a3
η(R + a)2

(
1 − R2 + h2

4(R + a)2

)
h√

h2 + R2
L1 < h � L2

0 h > L2,

(5)

with L = √
3R, L1 = (R + a) + [(2R + a)a]1/2, L2 = [(R + 2a)(3R + 2a)]1/2, where

J =
∫ θ2

θ1

sin θ cos θ

(
π

2
− arcsin

(
h2 + R2 + 2(R + a)h cos θ

2R(R + a) sin θ

))
dθ, (6)

and θ1 and θ2 are

θ1 = arccos
−h(h2 + R2)2 + [4(R + a)2 R2 − R2(R2 + h2)]1/2

2(R + a)(R2 + h2)2

θ2 = π − arccos
R2 + h2

2h(R + a)
.

(7)

The three-body force is zero when h > L1, and when L � h � L1 is given by

F (3) = −3kT

4a3
η

4(R + a)2h2 − (R2 + h2)2

4h2

+
3kT

a3
η(R + a)2 J +

3kT

2a3
η(R + a)2

(
1 − R2 + h2

4(R + a)2

)
h√

h2 + R2
. (8)

Figure 2 is a plot of the force on sphere 1 as function of D. When L1 � L, the three-body
interaction is absent. By equating L1 with L, the condition that the three body force is absent
can be obtained as a/R � 2/

√
3 − 1 ≈ 0.1547, in agreement with the result from [13].
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Figure 2. The calculated force on sphere 1 of three big spheres (solid curve) and the pair-added
force (dashed curve) by AO approximation as a function of D. D = 0 means that the three spheres
are in contact.

The AO approximation usually gave quantitatively poor results of the depletion forces in
hard sphere systems. In order to get more reliable information of the three-body interaction,
Monte Carlo simulation is performed in this study. The method used here is the acceptance
ratio method (ARM), which was first proposed by Bennett [18], and implemented in the case
of hard particle systems by Li et al and used in the studies of depletion interactions of different
systems [19–21]. Details of the ARM method and its implementation can be found in [18, 20].
We calculated the depletion potentials between two big hard spheres and the depletion potential
on the big hard sphere 1 in the configuration shown in figure 1. The three-body depletion
potential W (3) is then obtained by subtracting the two-body potentials from the full three big
hard sphere result, as given in equation (3).

In our simulations we used the diameter of a small sphere as the unit of length so that
its radius is a = 0.5; the big sphere radius is R, and the size ratio is defined as ξ = a/R.
The volume fraction of the small sphere fluid is fixed at η = π/10. The simulation sample
is a rectangular box of size Lx × L y × Lz . Periodic boundary conditions were used in all
three directions. In the calculation of the depletion interaction between two big spheres, the
separation of the two spheres is changed and free energy differences between different distances
of the two spheres are obtained; by fixing the zero point of potential to a reference point we
obtain the depletion potential. In the case of three big hard spheres, the distance between the
midpoint M and the centre of sphere 1 is L = √

3R = 4.34 when the three spheres are in
contact. We chose this point as the reference point in our calculation. The big spheres 2 and
3 were kept fixed during the simulation while sphere 1 was placed at different places in the
x direction, ranging from contact to a larger distance. The depletion potential on sphere 1 is
obtained from free energy differences of different places of sphere 1. The numbers of the small
spheres used in the simulations are determined by the prescribed volume fractions and the size
of the simulation box; typically 1649 small spheres are used in the two-body calculation and
2269 are used in the case of three big hard spheres.

3. Result and discussion

3.1. Result by AO theory

AO theory assumes that the small sphere density is constant where the small spheres can
accommodate, and otherwise is zero. Under AO theory the scaled force (the force in units
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Figure 3. The simulated depletion potential between two big spheres. The points are simulated
results and the curve is a smooth joining of the points through spline regression. h is the minimum
surface to surface distance between two big spheres; the size ratio is ξ = 0.2.

of RπρkBT ) is independent of the small sphere density. The force is only determined by the
ratio of the radius of a small sphere and a big sphere. When ξ = 0.2, we see from figure 2
that the three-body potential is very small. When ξ = 0.5, the three-body potential given by
AO approximation becomes significant, as indicated in figure 6. However, this effect comes
from the AO approximation, which is valid only in the limit of low volume fractions of small
hard spheres; it is not a real effect of the current physics model where the volume fraction of
the small hard sphere is π/10.

3.2. Results by the simulation method

The two-body depletion potential obtained from simulation is shown in figure 3, which is
exactly the same as a previous Monte Carlo simulation with a different method [9]. The
simulation box used is 20 × 12 × 12 and 1649 small spheres were used in the calculation.
The volume fraction is π/10 and the size ratio ξ = 0.2. In figure 3 the symbols are simulated
results, the statistical error and the error from finite size effects are estimated to be less then
the size of the symbols. The curve is from a spline regression of the data points obtained from
simulation.

In the case of three big hard spheres, the box size is Lx = 19.50, L y = 17.0, Lz = 12.0.
The big spheres are placed in the box as described above. When η = π/10 the number of
small spheres is 2269 in the case ξ = 0.2. Figure 4 is the result of the depletion potential on
big sphere 1; the solid curve is from direct simulation of full three big hard spheres and the
dashed line is the superposition of the potentials from hard spheres 2 and 3. The two lines are
very close to each other, which indicates that the depletion potential is indeed small.

Figure 5 is the three-body depletion potential obtained by equation (3) and the simulated
depletion potentials of W1, W12 and W13. The results are shown in the figure as symbols,
and the results from DFT calculation by Goulding and Melchionna [14] are shown as a solid
curve; we also show the results from AO approximation as a dashed curve for comparison. The
statistical errors of our simulation to the depletion potentials W1, W12 and W13 are controlled to
be less then 0.5%, and the finite size effect is very small compared to the statistical errors when
h is smaller than 1.5 but becomes more and more important when h increases. In the inset of
figure 4 the three sphere simulation for two different cell sizes are plotted; the two results are
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Figure 4. The simulated depletion potential on big sphere 1 as a function of D, defined in figure 1.
The solid curve is the result of full three big spheres, the dashed curve is the superposition of the
depletion potential from spheres 2 and 3; the size ratio is ξ = 0.2. Inset: the part of three big sphere
simulation when sphere 1 is far from spheres 2 and 3 with two different sizes of simulation boxes,
showing the finite size effect in our simulation. Squares are the results for cell 17.5 × 15 × 10 and
circles are for cell Lx = 19.5 × 17 × 12.
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Figure 5. The three-body depletion potential as a function of D with size ratio ξ = 0.2; the
dashed curve is from AO approximation, symbols are from simulation and the solid curve is from
density functional theory calculation by Goulding and Melchionna [14]. The AO approximation
underestimates the three-body depletion interaction in this case.

the same within statistical errors before h = 1.5, and deviate from each other after h = 1.6.
Since the three-body depletion potential is obtained by the subtraction of two large numbers,
the error of it is enhanced greatly. The error of the three-body depletion potential is estimated
to be less than 15% when h � 1.6, and becomes less accurate after h = 1.6. Our simulation
result is in good agreement with the DFT result as indicated by figure 5, which confirmed
the DFT calculation and, more importantly, confirms that DFT can give accurate results not
only to the two-body depletion potentials but also of three-body interactions. However, it can
be seen clearly from the plot that AO approximation underestimates the three-body depletion
interactions by a factor of about 1/6.

Figure 6 is the simulated three-body depletion potential with size ratio ξ = 0.5, that is,
the radius of the small sphere is half of the radius of the big sphere. The three body interaction
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Figure 6. The three-body depletion potential as a function of D with size ratio ξ = 0.5. The
dashed curve is from AO approximation, symbols are from simulation and the curve that connects
the symbols is a guide to the eye. In this case the AO approximation overestimates the three-body
depletion interaction. Inset: the simulated potential on big hard sphere 1 (solid curve) and the
potential from superposition (dashed curve).

under the AO approximation is much larger than the previous case where ξ = 0.2, and in this
case it overestimates the three-body depletion interaction by a factor of about 3. However,
our simulation indicates that the three-body interaction is still small in this extreme case of
anisotropy as clearly shown in figure 6; in fact, the absolute value of the three-body potential
is even smaller than that when ξ = 0.2. The relative importance of the three-body depletion
interaction in the two cases of different size ratios is comparable; both are less then 3.5%
compared to the two-body superposition.

A closer look at the DFT calculation by Goulding and Melchionna [14] shows that the
magnitude of the three-body depletion potential decreases with increasing size ratio when the
volume fraction of the small spheres is large (η = π/10), and increases with increasing size
ratio when the volume fraction of the small spheres is small (η = π/30). For even smaller
volume fractions of the small spheres the results tend to the AO approximation as expected.
Since our simulation confirms the DFT calculation in one case where the volume fraction of the
small spheres is large, we believe that the DFT results are even more accurate for the smaller
volume fractions of the small spheres.

By comparing figures 5 and 6, we see that the dependence of the three-body depletion
potential on h is very different for different size ratios; this is in contrast to the two-body
depletion interactions where the form is similar for different size ratios.

As we can see from our simulation and the DFT calculations by Goulding and
Melchionna [14], the three-body depletion interaction is very small compared to two-body
depletion interactions, and the additivity of a depletion potential is a very good approximation
in the studies of systems of binary colloids with one small component averaged out. This
also suggests that studies in the literature based on pair potentials are reliable. However, the
many-body interactions, though small, have characteristic features which are not present in
the two-body term. The form of the interaction is sensitive both to the volume fractions of
small hard spheres and the size ratio of the spheres; though these features may have little
effect in the liquid phase of the hard sphere system, they may play important parts in the phase
separation and structure formation of the system. In a recent publication, Dijkstra and van
Roij [22] studied the many-body depletion effects on wetting and many-body induced layering
in a colloid–polymer mixture. This system can be described by the AO model in which the
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interaction between polymer blends can be neglected. From our simulation calculation and
the DFT calculation, in the case that the volume fraction of the small spheres is high, the
many-body depletion interaction of a binary hard sphere system is weaker than that predicted
by the AO model; we expect that the many-body effects should be weaker than those reported
in [22].

In conclusion, we calculated the three-body depletion interaction of hard spheres in both
AO approximation and Monte Carlo simulation at a high value of small hard sphere volume
fraction π/10. The results indicate that the three-body interaction is small and pair additivity
of the depletion force is a good approximation to the real depletion interaction in many cases.
We also confirmed that the relative importance of the three-body depletion interaction is not
sensitive to the size ratios of large and small hard spheres under high volume fraction of small
hard spheres, as already indicated by the DFT calculations in [14]. Our Monte Carlo simulation
results are close to the results of DFT based on the Rosenfeld functional, which confirms
the accuracy of DFT in the three-body depletion potential calculation. Since the simulation
requires heavy numerical computation while the numerical computation in DFT is relatively
smaller, further investigations on three-body depletion effects can safely be performed in the
DFT frame and sufficiently accurate results are expected. The AO approximation, as a simple
and analytic manageable method, usually gives intuitively correct results for depletion effects
especially in the case of colloid–polymer systems and hard sphere systems in the dilute limit,
but fails in giving correct three-body depletion interactions for hard sphere systems at larger
volume fractions.
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Appendix. Derivation of formula (5)

Under the AO approximation, the formula (5) can be derived in the following way. Consider the
configuration show in figure 1: the centre of the big spheres 1, 2 and 3 are (0, 0, 0), (−h, R, 0)

and (−h,−R, 0) respectively. Here h = D + L and L = √
3R is the smallest value of h when

the three spheres are touching. According to formula (4), when the distance between sphere 1
and spheres 2 and 3 is larger then 2a, the force on sphere 1 is zero; this means that there is a
maximum of h beyond which the interaction between sphere 1 and spheres 2 and 3 is absent.
The value is

L2 = √
(R + 2a)(3R + 2a).

When h is decreased from L2, the force is no longer zero. The many-body effects are still absent
because sphere 2 and sphere 3 exclude a portion of the surface of sphere 1 from reaching the
small spheres independently. When h is further decreased to the value L1 = R+a+

√
(2R + a)a,

the exclusion effects from spheres 2 and 3 are correlated so that the many-body effect shows
up.

When L1 < h � L2, the force is simply the sum of the x-component of the two-body
force between sphere 1 and spheres 2 and 3; we only need to derive the force in the case of
L < h � L1. The only nonzero component of the force on sphere 1 is the x-component,
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Figure A.1. A portion of figure 1, giving the integration domain of (A.1).

which is

F1 = F1x = −ρkBT (R + a)2
∫

sin θ cos θ dθ dϕ. (A.1)

The integration domain of (A.1) includes two parts, S1 and S2, shown in figure A.1.
The angles θ1 and θ2 can easily be determined from geometrical constraints of the AO
approximation:

θ2 = π − arccos
R2 + h2

2h(R + a)
,

cos θ1 = −h(R2 + h2)2 +
√

4(R + a)2 R2 − (R2 + h2)R2

2(R + a)(R2 + h2)2
.

In the domain S1, the integration interval of φ is a function of θ , given by

ϕ = π

2
− arcsin

h2 + R2 + 2(R + a)h cos θ

2(R + a)R sin θ
. (A.2)

Finally, the integration can be calculated to get

FS2 = −3kBT

4a3
η

4(R + a)2h2 − (R2 + h2)2

4h2
, (A.3)

FS1 = −4kBT (R + a)2ρ

∫ θ1

θ2

sin θ cos θ dθ

∫ ϕ′

0
dϕ

= − 4kBT (R + a)2ρ

∫ θ1

θ2

sin θ cos θ

[
π

2
− arcsin

h2 + R2 + 2(R + a)h cos θ

2(R + a)R sin θ

]
dθ

= 3kBT

a3
η(R + a)2

∫ θ2

θ1

sin θ cos θ

[
π

2
− arcsin

h2 + R2 + 2(R + a)h cos θ

2(R + a)R sin θ

]
dθ.

(A.4)
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